
 

1. To participate in the Competition, email the following items to

 biblioteka.grsmu@gmail.com: 

- an application (it must be filled in and sent in pdf format; see appendix 1). 

- a book trailer in the form of a download link (the book trailer must be 

uploaded to any free hosting). 

State “Surname, book trailer” as the subject of your email. 

2. The language of a book trailer is Russian, Belarusian or English. 

3. The applicant will receive a notification of acceptance or a reasoned 

refusal. 

4. A book trailer can have the form of a cartoon, animation, game clip, short 

film, video film, video show, commercial, computer graphics, video clip, music clip, 

etc. Desired format: MPEG4, AVI, MKV, WMV, MOV, frame size at least 

1920x1080. 

5. The duration of a book trailer is up to 3 minutes. 

6. The author and the title of the educational publication promoted in the 

book trailer must be included on the title slide as well as the Competition name. 

Information about the author/authoring team must be credited on the last slide. 

7. Copyright compliance. If fragments of feature films and documentaries, 

photo and audio materials are used, the output data (name, author, film studio, year 

of creation, etc.) must be indicated and, if the material is copied from an Internet 

resource, a link to this resource must be provided. The output data and links can be 

placed either on the corresponding frames or in the credits. 

8. The content of the submitted material must not contradict the current 

legislation of the Republic of Belarus or violate generally accepted moral and ethical 

norms. 

9. Participation in the Contest means the consent of the author / authors to 

place the book trailer on the web resource of the organizers of the Contest. 

10. The organizers of the Contest reserve the right to use contest works for 

non-commercial purposes free of charge. 

11. The contest works will be posted in open access on the Internet at: 

https://www.youtube.com/channe1/UCERWhMtpxwU81O6wqD39EvQ 

12. At the end of the Competition the organizers reward the winners with 

diplomas, money prizes and/or prizes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd places.   
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Приложение 1/Appendix 1 

Заявка 

на участие во 

внутривузовском/ 

Competition application 

творческом конкурсе буктрейлеров «Медики 

рекомендуют к РRО.чтению»/ 

Book trailer competition “Medical Professionals Recommend 

PRO Reading” 

 

 

Ф.И.О. полностью (или группы авторов через запятую)/Full name (if authoring 

team, the names of the authors are separated by commas) 

 

 

 

Место работы, должность {для ППC и сотрудников}/Designation (for employees) 

 

 

 

Факультет, группа (для студентов)/Faculty, group number (for students) 

 

 

 
Контактный телефон: / Contact phone number 

 

 

E-шail:   

 

Библиографическое описание учебного издания (Автор, название, 

выходные данные)/ Bibliographic description of the educational publication 

(author, title, output data) 



 

 

 

Учебная дисциплина/Academic subject 

 

 

 

Название буктрейлера / Book trailer title 

 

 

 

 

 

Ф.И.О/Full name Дата/Date                                   Sign



 


